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TECHNICAL MANUAL - CONSTRUCTION
AND INSTALLATION

swinging sliding door with connecting rod on frame

JAMB THICKNESS 50 mm
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ERGON LIVING double way of opening.

ERGON System double opening way doors permit the use of two different types of latch/lock mechanisms, each

with its own functional characteristics:

- Magnetic latch. This type of latch was designed for traditional doors that open one way only. If used with a

double opening way, it does not work well unless the door is moved by hand to the closed position. If the door is
pushed, even lightly, the magnetic latch is not activated and the door continues its swing past the closed position.

- "Mediana Evolution" (AGB) latch/lock mechanism. The use of this type of closure, opportunely modified by

replacing the standard latch with the ERGON latch (included with the guides), allows the door to close in a

manner similar to a standard door with stop. Unlike the magnetic latch, even if the door is pushed with some force

it will stop in the closed position.

RABBET DOOR WITH ONE-WAY OPENING

In some home's rooms can be more suitable using rabbet doors with ERGON, this is possible by putting some

rabbets on the vertical door sides. In this way there's not more the double-way opening, but there is a better

acustic isolation inside the room by using a gasket for the tightness.

With ERGON System one opening way, you can use any latch mechanism, although optimal function is provided

by a magnetic latch.

ATTENTION: ERGON kits for one-way doors with stop are identical to those used for double opening way.

In the drawings on the right side there is

examples (fig. 2) of ERGON rabbet door. In

order to prepare the rabbets on the panel and

the jamb (fig. 2), it's necessary that both of them

are specular (fig. 3), it's important to pay
attention to the dimension "X" which has to be

added to the "Dimension A", mentioned at page

11 of the present manual instruction.

DOUBLE WAY

OF OPENING (Fig.1)

EXAMPLE OF

RABBET DOOR (Fig.2)

(Fig. 3)
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CAUTION:

On doors with reduced widths

the handle may collide with the jamb.

Pay attention to the dimensions of the

handle, door and wall thickness.
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The values shown in this table refer to a door with frame thickness 50

mm and door thickness 45 mm.
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Variable dimensions

depending on type of hinge

used.

The values shown in the above diagram refer to a door with frame thickness 50 mm and door thickness 45 mm.

When ordering hardware, the dimensions of the wall opening and the type of arm that will be used must be provided.
A custom track kit will be supplied based on the dimensions provided.
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The values shown in the above diagram refer to a door with frame thickness 50 mm and door thickness 45 mm.

In this case, it is possible to use track kits for single doors in combination with the dedicated union kit.

For specifications, see pages 19-20-21.



* Available standard dimensions; it is possible to have other dimensions, even intermediate

dimensions, by adjusting the doorpost (see page 17) and the connecting rod (see page 18).

For getting rods in special sizes, kindly contact Celegon s.r.l..
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Item number 564000
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arm side

arm side

* L1 = LFM
-58

* L1 = LFM
-58
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Fix with force the

screws of the extension

L = LFM
-20



Kit union tracks item 564000

(see pages 19-20)

Silver item number 4150IA
Black item number 4150IN

For processing

specifications see

technical manual



















Screw for the fixing the

track to the door jamb Door

jamb opening +/- 2 mm

Screw for blocking the
upper arm and centring

the door leaf

If a magnetic lock is used,

reduce the gap to 3 mm
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